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   Situated in the Tama-kyuryo Natural Park, Sakuragaoka Park 
is formed by hills and valleys. It has a highly undulating land-
scape with great differences in elevation due to it being situat-
ed in the hills. Groves of trees cover the park in forest, making 
it an ideal place for nature walks. At the center of the park likes 
the Kyu-Tama Seiseki Memorial Hall, showcasing western-style 
architecture. It was built in commemoration of a visit paid by 
Emperor Meiji.

Cherry trees
   They feature buds in the spring, green in summer, colored 
leaves in autumn, and snowy scenes in winter. Most of the hills 
are covered with groves of trees and about 450 Yoshino Cherry, 
and Japanese mountain cherry are scattered on the hill. 

Maple trees
   If cherry trees are the 
stars of spring, then 
maples are the stars of 
autumn. The park has 
about a hundred acer 
palmatum thunb. They 
look their best at about 
the time of the first frost of the year when the hills are colored 
by the changing colors of the leaves.

Wild birds
   Rich in the amount and types of wild birds and insects. Birds 
such as the Japanese bush warbler, Japanese tit, and Japa-
nese white-eye breed here.

Wild plants
   The sides and bases of the hills are colored with a wide vari-
ety of wild grasses. Early summer is the time for violet skull-
caps, mid-summer for orange spider lilies, and autumn for 
yellow salvia.

Administrator ■ Tokyo Metropolitan Park Association
●Location                  Renkoji, Tama City 3/5-chome

●Contact Information    Sakuragaoka Park Administration Office tel: 042-375-1240 (5-15 Renkoji, Tama-shi 206-0021)

●Transport                   1-minute walk from Sakuragaoka Park West exit bus stop on Keio Bus for Hijirigaoka-danchi or Seiseki-Sakuragaoka from Nagayama

                 (Odakyu Tama Line/ Keio Sagamihara Line). 1-minute walk from Sakuragaoka Park West exit bus stop on Keio Bus for Nagayama 

                 from Seiseki-Sakuragaoka (Keio line). Free parking available.
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Sakuragaoka Park

Opend / June 1,1984　Area / 339,322.38㎡
Main plants / Sawthoth oak, kanara oak, cherry, maple, metasequoia, styrax, hydrangea, hiryu, azalea, skullcap, salvia, nipponica
Facilities / Dog run, Old Tama Seiseki Memorial Hall（Tama municipal facilities tel:042−337−0900）
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